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QUESTION 1

In a validation loop, users are repeatedly asked to enter the same information, thereby preventing them 

from transitioning to a different dialoq flow state in a conversation. 

What is causing the validation loop? 

A. The dialog flow state uses an input component that references a nonentity type variable. The same dialog flow state
is referenced in the next transition. 

B. The nlpResultvariable property of the input component points to "iResult", which is a variable of type "nlpresuit". 

C. The keepTurn property of the input component is set to true and the maxPrompts property is set to a value greater
than 0. 

D. The input component associated with a state references a variable of an entity type and the maxPrompts property is
not set. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is NOT used to tune routing behavior? 

A. the classifier\\'s F1-score 

B. the built-in system intent confidence threshold 

C. the confidence win margin 

D. candidate skills\\' confidence thresholds 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true for the system.webview component? 

A. Parameters passed from the skill to the web application cannot be accessed through JavaScript. 

B. Property names in the web application response payload must match with the variable names in the dialog flow. 

C. When registering web applications in a skill, bot designers can see the data structure returned by the app 

D. Parameters passed from the skill to the web application are accessible through JavaScript. 

E. The webview.onDone parameter is automatically added to the payload and passes the skill\\'s callback URL property
to the web application. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

What is the error message `\\'Your session appears to be in an infinite loop\\'\\' usually caused by? 

A. a missing keepTurn = true entry in the dialog flow 

B. a component in a dialog flow state that references a variable that has a value set while the dialog flow state continues
to transition 

C. a problem with the Digital Assistant tenant 

D. a problem with a custom component that is referenced in your dialog flow 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a skill for ordering pizzas. In your experience, you have found that 95% of your customers want a regular
crust and just 5% prefer gluten-free crust. Because so few people are likely to want a gluten-free crust, you don\\'t want
to prompt for that option, but you do want to make it available. Assuming you already have a composite bag entity that
contains a PizzaCrust entity that has the values "regular" and "gluten free", what would be the simplest way to have
your skill enable a user to order a pizza with a gluten-free crust without the skill prompting the user for that option? 

A. Don\\'t set a prompt for the PizzaCrust entity item. 

B. For the PizzaCrust entity item, set the Extract With property to reference an entity with the single value "gluten free". 

C. In the composite bag, set the PizzaCrust entity item\\'s Prompt for Value property to False. Then, once the the
composite bag is resolved, check if the PizzaCrust entity has a value. If it doesn\\'t, set its value to "regular". 

D. Don\\'t set a prompt for the PizzaCrust entity item and set the Out of Order Extraction property to True. 

Correct Answer: A 
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